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of the Sana Ved, and there are seven * gotras,' or tribes,
of each, which, however, except in Goozerat, associate and
intermarry As well as the Owdich, the Shreemalee caste traces
its descent to Goutum, the Sage There is at the present
moment a struggle for supremacy between the two castes in
the western districts of Goozerat
Brahmins will usually eat together, though they decline
intermarriages There is, however, one caste of Brahmins in
Goozerat, the Nagur, which will not even eat with another
caste l The original seat of the Nagur Brahmins in Goozerat
was Wurnugger, one of the oldest cities in the province, the
foundation of which has been assigned by tradition to the race
of Kunuk Sen When Veesul Dev Chohan built Veesulnuggera
he caused to be performed a sacrifice, which was attended by
many Wurnugger Brahmins These refused to receive alms
from the king, but Veesul Dev, resorting to a stratagem, forced
upon some of them the acceptance of grants of land They
were excommunicated by the body of the caste, and founded
the Veesulnugger Nagur sect Similar occurrences at Satod
and other places produced the Satodra, the Cheetroda, the
Prushunora, and the Krushunora Nagur Brahmins Of tlus
caste there is a division called ' Barud,' composed of persons
who, finding themselves unable to procure a wife in their own
caste, have taken one from another They are much despised
after such a marnage, and compelled to quit their native
village , but the sect continues, notwithstanding, to increase
Their women, contrary to ordinary practice, are permitted to
remarry
These are the principal divisions of the Brahmin sect in
Goozerat, though by no means the whole of them It is
usually said that there are eighty-four castes of Brahmins
It is stated in the Bhagwut Pooran that Mureechee Reeshee,
the son of Brumha, had a son, Kusyup, whose son, Soorya (the
1 [The Nagar Brahmans seem to have been originally Maitrakas
who oame from the north with the Valabhi kings Their home is con-
jectured to have been Nagarkot or Kangra in the Panjab, where there
is a famous shnne of Devi (D E Bhandarkar 'Guhilot', in J A 3 £,
1909, pp 167,184, IA , 1911, p 33) ]
» See vol i, p 97    [Also / G xxiv, 292-3, and 321-2 ]

